Happy Rebate!

Barnes Deserves
A Second Chance

By Norman Gold

The most common word used to describe Barnard students is..."lazy." Why is it that so many of our classmates seem to lack enthusiasm, energy, and dedication? It is simply because they lack a sense of belonging. They don't feel a part of the community.

Looking at the college community as a whole, there are two questions that come to mind: What is the potential of bringing about a unified college identity? And where is the Ticker editor?

If you look at the Ticker, it is a great look at...you will notice that every week, possibly, is covered with a story. The editors are responsible for selecting short stories, poems, and other material. The literary editor is also responsible for selecting longer stories, such as an essay or a novel.

In addition, there are three columns: literary, sports, and sports. The literary editor should be responsible for selecting short stories, poems, and other material. The sports editor is also responsible for selecting longer stories, such as an essay or a novel.

But what about the art director? An example would be a feature on fencing, tennis, and baseball. The art director would be responsible for selecting longer stories, such as an essay or a novel.
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In addition, there are three editors: literary, sports, and sports. The sports editor would be responsible for selecting short stories, poems, and other material.
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SPS Evaluations
To Be Given

When teacher evaluations are done in the classrooms, from April 23 to April 30th. Student Performance Services is also planning to have students evaluate instructional staff. Questionnaires will be available in each office for students to fill out.

Though student evaluations of instructional staff are used in the decision making and in the planning of specific courses, these questionnaires will be used primarily as a self-developed tool to give staff regular feedback from students to help them improve their performance.

The questionnaire was developed by a committee of faculty and students. The questionnaire is expected to have a valid and reliable test. A large response from students is needed in order to ensure valid results.
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Conclusion

The Ticker and its staff value the students' opinions. It is our goal to improve and grow as a publication. Thank you for your support.
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City Career Information Day

By Bob Lipman

Throughout the nation, college students are being called to duty in the so-called educational "planning wars," wondering "what will the future bring?" and "what will I do when I graduate?" In that regard, the University of San Marcos Career Counseling Office has embarked on a college-wide career fair in an effort to answer some of those questions.

In addition to this information day, a number of other activities scheduled for the day included a career information seminarian, a career counseling seminar, and a career planning competition. The fair was attended by the University's Career Counseling Office, the University's Cooperative Education Office, the University's Graduate School and University Center, and the University's Division of Admission.

"We hope to see a lot of people come to the fair," said Ms. Ellen Schonfield, Director of the Career Counseling Office. "We want to give students a chance to explore their options and get some guidance in making career decisions."
Farming The City

Who's Tommy?

There is a possibility of knowing the work of director Ken Russell by seeing the 10-minute film, "Tommy." Russell, who has directed a number of movies, has also starred in television, stage, and radio. Russell is noted for his boldness in incorporating elements of popular culture into his work. His most recent film, "Tommy," is a rock opera based on the concept of a six-day stay in a mental institution.

Awards Cancelled

by Jim Woodhouse

City University of New York

The University, in its current budget crisis, has cancelled the N.Y.U. Film Awards. The awards, which were to be given for the best student film of the year, have been a source of controversy in recent years. The cancellation, according to university officials, is due to financial constraints.
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Ticker Needs Your Support!

Before Spring Fee Allocations Are Finalized, And Funds Released, Clubs And Organizations May Use Funds Left Over From The Fall.

You Can Use What's Left Over On Your Ticker Ad Budget Line. Come To The Ticker Office And See If Your Club Has Advertising Coming.